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MONDAY 
This week we are looking at addition and 
subtraction using money.

Add up the two coins and find the total.

+

+

+

=

=

=



MONDAY

• Here are more coins we use these are the £1 and £2 coin, this 

means we do not write the p at the end to symbolise the pence 

we use these before the numbers when adding pounds.

+

+

= £2

= £4



HERE ARE SOME ADDITION SUMS USING THE 
NOTES WE HAVE , REMEMBER YOUR COUNTING IN 

5’S AND 10’S TO HELP YOU ADD THE NOTES 
TOGETHER.

+

+

=

=

When we write pounds we use 
this sign £

£5+£5=£10





MONDAY This week we are looking at this short story and using this for 

our literacy work.

Click on the link to take you to the video

https://www.literacyshed.com/bubbles.html

Think about how the girl is feeling as she is 

walking along the beach, look at her facial 

expressions. 

What adjectives can you write down to describe her and how 

she is feeling? 

Remember an adjective is a describing word.

Sad, happy, lonely, frustrated

https://www.literacyshed.com/bubbles.html




Phonics
Read the words and colour the real 
words in green and the alien words in 
red.
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TUESDAY
Which coins have been used to create 
the addition sum?

£1 + 10p + 2p =
£1 + 2p =
20 + 5p + £2 =
Which coin has not been 
used?___________





TUESDAY Bubbles!

Click on the link to take you to the video

https://www.literacyshed.com/bubbles.html

How is she feeling as the bubble floats her up, 

and how does she feel as she goes to new 

places?

What colours can you see now in the film?

How has the scenery changed?

What is the mood of the film now? Is it different to the 

beginning? Why?

https://www.literacyshed.com/bubbles.html




Phonics

Focusing on the ‘ee’ & ‘ea’ variations of this 
same sound
Ee, ee see the tree
Ea, ea time for tea.
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WEDNESDAY

+

+ +

=

=

10p + 2p = 12p

£2 + 5p + 5p = £______p

Add up the money and write the addition 
sum below.





WEDNESDAY Bubbles!
Click on the link to take you to the video
https://www.literacyshed.com/bubbles.html

Thinking about all the place the girl went 
on her bubble, tell us where you would 
want to visit on your bubble.

Where would you go?
Why would you go there?

https://www.literacyshed.com/bubbles.html




Phonics

Focusing on the ’th’ sound, write the words next 
to the image and write your own sentence 
including this sound.
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22p

THURSDAY • DRAW THE COINS NEEDED TO 
MAKE THE AMOUNT GIVEN

£2.22p
22p£1.15p

Remember you can choose different coins to 
make the amount and you might even find more 
than one way!





THURSDAY Bubbles!
Click on the link to take you to the video
https://www.literacyshed.com/bubbles.html

Into space!

What colours can you see?
What else might we see in space that is not seen in 
the video?

https://www.literacyshed.com/bubbles.html




Phonics

Focusing on the ‘oi’ & ‘oy’ variations of this same 
sound
Oi ,oi , big voice, little voice
Oy , oy boy with a toy
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FRIDAY
CAN YOU USE THESE COINS TO MAKE THE TOTAL? 

WRITE THE ADDITION SENTENCE BELOW EACH 
ONE.

Draw a circle around the coins you 
use. You might use more than two 

coins.

£1.07p

£3.16p





FRIDAY Bubbles!
Click on the link to take you to the video
https://www.literacyshed.com/bubbles.html

After she spots the girl on the beach.
How is the girl on the beach feeling?

https://www.literacyshed.com/bubbles.html




Phonics

Focusing on the ‘th’ and ‘f’ , ‘ff’ sounds, write 
the missing words thinking of the sounds used 
and write three sentences using the sounds.



PROJECT 
FOR THE 

WEEK 

Science- Last week you looked at properties of 
materials.

This week we would like you too investigate the 
materials and use adjectives to describe them 
and think about things we use the materials for, 
see what materials you have in your house.



Then find these objects and test 
them by placing ticks in the boxes 
and seeing what they can and cannot 
do.

Questions:
Can a straw bend?
Can a cork bend?
Does a sponge squash?
Does the sponge go back to how it 
was after you squash it?


